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Plenty of quantum information protocols are enabled by manipulation and detection of photonic spectro-temporal
degrees of freedom via light–matter interfaces. While present implementations are well suited for high-bandwidth
photon sources such as quantum dots, they lack the high resolution required for intrinsically narrowband light–atom
interactions. Here, we demonstrate far-field temporal imaging based on ac-Stark spatial spin-wave phase manipulation
in a multimode gradient echo memory. We achieve a spectral resolution of 20 kHz with MHz-level bandwidth and an
ultralow noise equivalent to 0.023 photons, enabling operation in the single-quantum regime. © 2020 Optical Society of

America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.382891

1. INTRODUCTION

The temporal degree of freedom of both classical and quantum
states of light enables or enhances a plethora of quantum infor-
mation processing tasks [1–4]. In the development of quantum
network architectures and novel quantum computing and metrol-
ogy solutions, a significant effort has been devoted to quantum
memories based on atomic ensembles, offering multimode storage
and processing [5–8], high efficiency [9], or long storage-times
[10]. Feasible implementations of protocols merging the flex-
ibility of atomic systems and temporal processing capabilities
inherently require an ability to manipulate and detect temporal
photonic modes with spectral and temporal resolution matched
to the narrowband atomic emission. A versatile approach lever-
aging spectro-temporal duality, is to perform a frequency to
time mapping—a Fourier transform—in an analogy with far-
field imaging in position-momentum space. To preserve the
quantum structure of nonclassical states of light, systems relying
on the concept of a time lens are employed [11–13]; however,
presently existing physical implementations are well suited for
high-bandwidth systems and involve either electro-optical phase
modulation [14–16], sum-frequency generation [17–21], or four-
wave mixing [22–25] in solid-state media. Figure 1 localizes the
existing schemes in the bandwidth-resolution space. Methods rely-
ing on the time-lensing concept enable spectral shaping [26–28],
temporal ghost imaging [29–32], and bandwidth matching [33]
for photons generated in dissimilar nodes of a quantum network.
While those solutions offer a spectral resolution suitable for high-
bandwidth photons generated in spontaneous parametric down
conversion (SPDC) or quantum-dot single-photon sources, their

performance is severely limited in the case of spectrally ultranarrow
atomic emission ranging from few MHz to tens of kHz [34–36],
cavity coupled ions (below 100 kHz) [37], cavity-enhanced SPDC
designed for atomic quantum memories (below 1 MHz) [38], or
optomechanical systems [39,40].

In this paper, we propose and experimentally demonstrate what
we believe is a novel, high-spectral-resolution approach to far-
field temporal imaging that is inherently bandwidth-compatible
with atomic systems, a regime previously unexplored, as seen
in Fig. 1, and works at the single photon level. This approach
allows the preservation of quantum correlations, manipulation
of field-orthogonal temporal modes [2], and characterization of
the time-frequency entanglement [41] of photons from atomic
emission. Our technique uses a recently developed spin-wave
modulation method combined with an unusual interpretation of
gradient echo memory (GEM) [42] protocol to realize a complete
temporal imaging setup in one physical system.

2. PRINCIPLES OF TEMPORAL IMAGING

Imaging systems generally consist of lenses interleaved
with free-space propagation. Analogously, temporal imag-
ing requires an equivalent of these two basic components.
Involved transformations can be viewed in the temporal or
spectral domain separately, or equivalently by employing a
spectro-temporal (chronocyclic) Wigner function defined as
W(t, ω)= 1/

√
2π

∫
∞

−∞
dξ A(t + ξ/2)A∗(t − ξ/2) exp(−iωξ),

where A(t) denotes the slowly varying amplitude of the signal
pulse.
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Fig. 1. Temporal imaging state of the art, characterized by temporal δt
and spectral δω resolutions. Numerous implementations based on solid
media (electro-optic modulators or EOMs [25,43–45]; four-wave mix-
ing, or FWM [24,46]; sum-frequency generation, or SFG [20,47]; and
cross-phase modulation, or XPM [48]) are well suited for high bandwidth
pico- or even femtosecond pulses, achieving spectral resolution no better
than 1 GHz, with time-bandwidth products (τB) reaching 2π × 2000.
Our system–GEM & SSM–has 106 times better spectral resolution
δω/2π ∼ 20 kHz, maintaining good τB, thus allowing exploration of a
previously unattainable region. The grayed region indicates an unphysical
area bounded by the Fourier limit τB/2π = 1.

Temporal far-field imaging is typically achieved with a single
time lens preceded and followed by a temporal analog of free-space
propagation. However, such a setup is equivalent to two lenses
interleaved with a single propagation. In the Wigner function
representation, the combination of two temporal lenses with focal
lengths ft, separated by a temporal propagation by time ft, is
described using a spectro-temporal equivalent of the ray transfer
matrix, [

t ′
ω′

ω0

]
=

[
1 0
−

1
ft

1

] [
1 ft

0 1

] [
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−

1
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1

] [
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=
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−
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0

] [
t
ω
ω0

]
, (1)

which represents a π/2 rotation in the phase space, exchanging
temporal and spectral domains, where ω0 is the optical carrier
frequency. To visualize this concept, in Fig. 2(d) we present an
equivalent of a cat state Wigner function [corresponding to the
sequence presented in Fig. 3(c)] undergoing these three subsequent
transformations: (1) time lens, (2) propagation, and (3) time lens.

To realize the time lens with a focal length ft, one has to
impose a quadratic phase exp[iω0t2/(2 ft)] on the optical
pulse A(t)→ A(t) exp[iω0t2/(2 ft)], where ω0 is the opti-
cal carrier frequency. In the language of Wigner functions, this
transformation can be written as W(t, ω)→W(t, ω′) with
ω′ =ω−ω0t/ ft. This corresponds to adding to the pulse a
linear chirp ω(t)=ω0 + αt . Typically, such a transformation is
achieved by directly modulating the signal pulse using electro-optic
modulators [25,43–45].

The analog of free-space propagation can be understood as
a frequency-dependent delay applied to an optical pulse. In the
language of the Wigner function, the transformation takes the
form W(t, ω)→W(t ′, ω) with t ′ = t + ftω/ω0. Equivalently, a
pulse with spectral amplitude Ã(ω)=Ft [A(t)](ω) must acquire
a parabolic spectral phase Ã(ω)→ Ã(ω) exp[−i( ft/ω0)ω

2
].

Fig. 2. (a) Light–atom interface. Chirped control field simultaneously
allows mapping of the signal optical field onto the atomic coherence ρhg

and realizes the temporal lens. (b) Projection of signal spectral compo-
nents onto atomic coherence spatial components in GEM with Zeeman
splitting gradient β. (c) During the writing process atoms are placed in a
negative magnetic field gradient along the cloud (w). When the writing
finishes, the spatial phase of the atomic coherence is modulated with a
parabolic Fresnel profile that realizes a temporal equivalent of free-space
propagation. Finally, the gradient is switched to positive (r ) and the
coherence is converted back to light, which is further registered with single
photon counting module (SPCM) connected to the time tagger (TTG).
(d) Evolution of the spectro-temporal Wigner function on subsequent
stages of far-field temporal imaging: (1) time lens, (2) free-space propaga-
tion, and (3) time lens. The complete transformation effectively rotates
the initial Wigner function of two pulses (equivalent to a Wigner function
of a cat state in phase space) byπ/2, as given by Eq. (1).

Commonly, such an operation is realized directly by propa-
gation in dispersive media [16] or by employing a pulse
stretcher/compressor.

3. TEMPORAL IMAGING USING GEM AND SSM

Our technique employs an atomic ensemble to process stored light
and implement the temporal imaging operations during storage or
light–atom mapping. The optical signal amplitude A(t) is mapped
onto the atomic coherence in a3 type system built of three atomic
levels |g 〉, |h〉, and |e 〉 [see Fig. 2(a)]. The mapping process employs
a strong control field to make the atoms absorb the signal field and
generate an atomic coherence ρhg commonly called a spin wave
(SW). During the mapping (and remapping) process, the atoms are
kept in a magnetic field gradient, which constitutes the basis of the
GEM [42], providing linearly changing Zeeman splitting between
the |h〉 and |e 〉 levels along the atomic cloud. This means that the
signal-control two-photon interaction happens with a spatially
dependent two-photon detuning δ, and only atoms contained in
a limited volume will interact efficiently with the signal light of a
specific frequency. Therefore, distinct spectral components of the
signal light Ã(ω) are mapped onto different spatial components of
the atomic coherence ρhg (z)∝ Ã(βz) [42,49] [see Fig. 2(b)] and
vice versa, where β denotes the Zeeman shift gradient along the
propagation (z) axis.

The temporal equivalent of free space propagation is realized
thanks to this spectro-spatial mapping, a GEM characteristic.
Spatially resolved phase modulation of a SW stored in the mem-
ory is equivalent to imposing a spectral phase profile onto the
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Fig. 3. Experimental sequence for temporal imaging. (a) Time-trace
of the Zeeman shift gradient β used in the GEM protocol, allowing
two-directional mapping of signal frequencies to distinct positions in
the atomic cloud. (b) Control field (red) and SSM (yellow) laser pulse
sequence divided into three stages corresponding to lens–propagation–
lens operations. The lens (1) is implemented during the GEM writing
process by a chirped control field. (2) The 3 µs long SSM laser pulse
imprints a parabolic phase profile onto the stored atomic coherence,
which realizes the spectro-temporal free-space propagation. During
this stage, the magnetic field gradient is reversed, allowing remapping
the coherence to light. (3) Finally, the control field is turned on and the
coherence is read out from the memory. Chirping the control field would
implement the second lens. However, for simplicity, the control field is
no longer chirped as the imposed phase would not be registered by the
SPCM. (c, e) Example results for two pulses or a sine wave as inputs,
respectively. Gray bins represent single photon counts. Red line corre-
sponds to the numerical simulations. (d, f ) Normalized modulus square of
atomic coherence in Fourier space. The insets (i, ii) show experimentally
obtained linear dependency of the time delay 1t (in µs) on the signal
modulation frequency f (in MHz) defined on panels (c, e).

signal. Thus, by imposing onto the SWs a parabolic spatial phase
exp[−i ft/(2ω0)β

2z2
], we implement the temporal analog of

free-space propagation. This operation is implemented using
the spatially resolved ac-Stark shift induced by an additional far-
detuned and spatially-shaped laser beam, a technique we call spatial
spin-wave modulation (SSM) [7,50–52].

To make the time lens, we use the fact that the SW is created
in coherent two-photon absorption; thus it reflects the temporal
phase difference between the control and signal field. This means
that chirping the signal field is equivalent to chirping the control
field, as only the two-photon detuning δ is crucial here. Hence,
by changing the control field frequency, we make the two-photon

detuning linearly time dependent δ = αt and impose the desired
quadratic phase during the interaction time. This way the time lens
is realized at the light–SW mapping stage without affecting the
signal field directly. Yet, as we chose the single-photon detuning
1� δ residual modulation of the coupling efficiency is negligible
as1+ αt ≈1.

Finally, sending a signal field A(t) through a lens–propagation–
lens temporal imaging system, the output amplitude is
proportional to Ã(αt). In practice, however, the finite size of
the atomic cloud must be taken into account, making the output
amplitude proportional to ([ Ã(αt) exp[−i(α/2)t2

]] ∗ ζ(t)∗
ζ(t)) exp[i(α/2)t2

], where ζ(t)=Fω[η0(ω)](t) is the Fourier
transform of the inhomogeneously broadened absorption
efficiency spectrum η0(ω) determined by the atomic density
distribution and field gradientβ, and∗ symbolizes convolution.

In a typical regime of operation, we select the chirp α� (βL)2

to always contain the entire spectrum of the pulse within the
atomic absorption bandwidth B≈ βL . The resolution in this
regime is limited by the decoherence of spin waves caused by
the control beam of the light–atom interface and is given by
the inverse of the atomic coherence lifetime δω/2π = 0.78/τ
(see Supplement 1 for derivation of the prefactor), where
1/τ = 0�2/(412

+ 02) and 0 is the decay rate of the |e 〉 state
and� is the Rabi frequency at the |h〉→ |e 〉 transition.

4. EXPERIMENT

The core of our setup is a GEM based on a cold 87Rb atomic
ensemble trapped in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) over a
1 cm long pencil-shaped volume. After the MOT release, all
atoms are optically pumped to the |g 〉 = 5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2
state. The ensemble optical depth reaches OD∼ 70 at the
|g 〉→ |e 〉 = 5P1/2, F = 1, and mF = 1 transition. As depicted
in Fig. 2(a), we employ the 3 system to couple the light signal
and atomic coherence (spin waves). The interface consists of a σ+
polarized strong control laser blue-detuned by1= 2π × 70 MHz
from the |h〉 = 5S1/2, F = 1, and mF = 0→|e 〉 transition, and a
weak σ− polarized signal laser at the |g 〉→ |e 〉 transition, approx-
imately at the two-photon resonance δ ≈ 0. The gradient β of the
Zeeman splitting along the z axis during the signal-to-coherence
conversion is generated by two rounded-square shaped coils con-
nected in opposite configuration (see Supplement 1 for details).
The SSM scheme facilitates manipulation of the spatial phase of
stored spin waves via an off-resonant ac-Stark shift by illuminating
the atomic cloud with a spatially shaped strong π -polarized beam,
1 GHz blue-detuned from the 5S1/2, F = 1→ 5P3/2 transition.
The signal emitted in the |g 〉→ |e 〉 transition is filtered using a
Wollaston polarizer and an optically-pumped atomic filter, to be
finally registered on a single photon counting module (SPCM).
We finally register only 0.023 noise counts on average per a τ -long
detection window (see Supplement 1).

In Fig. 3, we present exemplary measurements performed
with our setup. Panel (a) shows the time trace of the Zeeman
shift gradient set initially to β =−2π × 1.7 MHz/cm. In panel
(b), we provide the control and SSM laser sequence divided into
three stages corresponding to subsequent implementations of
the lens–propagation–lens operations. (1) First, a strong control
field (Rabi frequency �= 2π × 4.7 MHz) is used to map a weak
(n̄ = 2.8) signal pulse with a temporal amplitude A(t) to the
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atomic coherence. The control beam is chirped with an acousto-
optic modulator (AOM) to have a time-dependent frequency
of ω(t)=ω0 + αt , with α = 2π × 0.04 MHz/µs. This imple-
ments a time lens with focal length ft = 9.6× 103s. (2) Next,
within a 7 µs, the gradient β is switched to the opposite value and
a parabolic Fresnel phase profile exp[−iβ2/(2α)z2

] [as depicted
in Fig. 2(c)] is imprinted onto the stored atomic coherence by the
3µs long SSM laser pulse. The linear gradient of the magnetic field
only shifts the atomic coherence in the Fourier domain; therefore,
phase modulation can be done simultaneously with β reversing.
(3) Finally, the control field is turned on and the coherence is con-
verted back to light. For simplicity, during the GEM readout, the
control field is no longer chirped as the imposed phase would not
be registered by the SPCM (see Supplement 1 for details).

Figures 3(c)–3(f ) portray the experimental results for two types
of the input signal: (c, d) two peaks and (e, f ) sine-wave-like wave-
form. Red solid lines correspond to the full light–atoms interaction
simulation (see Supplement 1 for details). The density maps (d,
f ) below each time trace (c, e) show the simulated evolution of the
atomic coherence during the experiment. For both input signal
shapes, the measured efficiency amounts to about 7%. The insets
(i, ii) show the experimentally obtained linear relationship between
the time delay 1t and the signal modulation (temporal fringes)
frequency f defined in panels (c, e).

We attribute the residual mismatch between experimental
results and theoretical predictions to imperfect linearity of the
magnetic field gradient, a decoherence caused by ac-Stark modu-
lation and a simplification of the atomic density distribution in
the simulation. However, for both exemplary measurements, we
can still observe a good agreement with the theory. Notably, the
simulations use independently calibrated parameters, with only
the input photon number adjusted for the specific measurements.

5. TIME-BANDWIDTH CHARACTERIZATION

Figures of merit characterizing our device are bandwidth, resolu-
tion, and efficiency. Those parameters are related by a formula for
GEM efficiency [49], which for atoms uniformly distributed over
the length L becomesω-independent and can be approximated as

η0 =

[
1− exp

(
−2π

OD

τB

)]2

, (2)

where OD is the optical depth of the ensemble for 1= 0.
Equation (2) indicates that increased bandwidth or resolution
results in a drop in efficiency. In a realistic scenario, atoms are
nonuniformly distributed over the cloud and thus different spec-
tral components of the input field experience different values of
OD, especially at the edges of the atomic cloud. This makes the
efficiency η0 frequency-dependent and leads to an operational def-
inition of the bandwidth B as the FWHM of the η0(ω) profile, as
depicted in Fig. 4(a). Additionally, due to the decoherence induced
by the coupling field during the write (and read) process, the effi-
ciency decays exponentially in time, so η= η02(t) exp(−t/τ), as
illustrated in Fig. 4(c). Therefore, to account for spectro-temporal
dependencies, we introduce a time-frequency averaged efficiency,

η̄=
1

2τB

∫ B/2

−B/2

∫ 2τ

0
η(t, ω)dtdω

=
e 2
− 1

2e 2B

∫ B/2

−B/2
η0(ω)dω. (3)

Fig. 4. Characterization and tuning of bandwidth and reso-
lution. (a) Efficiency spectral profile η0(ω) as a function of the
two-photon detuning δ =ω−ω0 for a chosen time-bandwidth product
τB= 2π × 13 with bandwidth B defined as the FWHM of η0(ω). The
red line corresponds to a super-Gaussian approximation of the atom
concentration used in the simulation. (b) Dependence of the bandwidth
B as a function of the Zeeman splitting gradient β. Red line is a linear fit
to the data. (c) Time evolution of the GEM efficiency due to incoherent
scattering caused by the coupling field. The characteristic decay time τ
obtained from exponential fit (red line) limits the effective resolution
δω/2π = 0.78/τ (here τ = 10 µs). (d) Dependence of 1/τ as a function
of the coupling field power P ∝ |�|2, along with linear fit (red line).
(e) Calculated map of the average efficiency η̄ for varying bandwidth B
and decay time τ . The efficiency for a given time-bandwidth product
τB is approximately constant as expected. The star indicates the point of
operation where the exemplary measurements (Fig. 3) were performed.

Figure 4(e) illustrates measured values of η̄ for differentB and τ .
The map is built from separate measurements of η0(ω) [Fig. 4(a)]
and τ [Fig. 4(c)] for a different Zeeman shift gradient β [Fig. 4(b)]
and the control laser power P ∝ |�|2 [Fig. 4(d)]. The parameters
extracted from Figs. 4(a)–4(d) are then combined to give a value
of η̄ for each (τ (P ),B(β)) point. As expected from Eq. (2), we
see a clear trade-off between the time-bandwidth product τB and
the average efficiency η̄. Conversely, requiring a higher number of
distinguishable frequency (or time) bins leads to a lower efficiency.
Yet, with∼ 20% mean efficiency, we obtain τB= 2π × 10, which
simultaneously yields 100 kHz resolution and 1 MHz bandwidth.
One may also choose to maximize τB to reach 2π × 40, with a
mean efficiency ∼ 4%. Notably, as the efficiency η0 saturates for
a large OD, for systems with ultrahigh optical depth the time-
bandwidth product could reach significantly higher values while
maintaining near-unity efficiency for many bins.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have introduced and experimentally demon-
strated what we believe is a novel high-resolution (ca. 20 kHz)
far-field imaging method suitable for narrowband atomic photon
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sources, which is a region previously unattainable. The device may
also serve as a single-photon-level ultraprecise spectrometer for
atomic emission, enabling characterization of spectro-temporal,
high-dimensional entanglement generated with atoms. In general,
while temporal domain characterization and manipulation at the
single-photon level is already indispensable in numerous quantum
information processing tasks, quantum networks architectures,
and metrology, our device will allow those techniques to enter the
ultranarrow bandwidth domain. Our method uses a multimode
GEM along a recently developed processing technique called SSM
[7,51,52] that enables nearly arbitrary manipulations on light
states stored in GEM. We envisage that with improvement of the
magnetic field gradient the GEM bandwidth can reach dozens
of MHz, opening new ranges of applications such as solid-state
quantum memories [53] and color centers [54]. Furthermore, our
approach uses a quantum memory previously demonstrated [6,7]
to operate with quantum states of light, and maintains the ultralow
level of noise, creating new possibilities in temporal and spectral
processing of narrowband atomic-emission quantum states of
light. Our technique applied to systems with a higher absorption
bandwidth [55] or optical depth [9] can bridge the bandwidth gap
to enable hybrid solid-state–atomic quantum networks operating
using the full temporal-spectral degree of freedom.
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